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Abstract - Mass transport at attogram (1(f/8 g) level inside, 

from, between, and into nanochannels is of growing interest from 

both fundamental and application perspectives. Nanorobotic 

manipulation inside a transmission electron microscope (TEM) 

enables these investigations through its ability to position and 

assemble pipes, to deliver the mass in a controlled way, and to 

tune and characterize these systems in situ. Mass transport 

systems at this scale provide a platform for the investigation of 

nanofluidics and can serve as components for nano

manufacturing such as electromigration-based deposition 

(EMBD) for prototyping nanostructures. In such applications, the 

limited mass initially encapsulated inside a nanotube will 

obviously become a bottle neck. Continuous mass feeding, which 

involves the mass flow into a nanotube from a reservoir, is 

proposed as a solution. This technique enabled a new path for the 

design of an EMBD system As a general-purposed 

nanofabrication process, EMBD will enable a variety of 

applications such as nanorobotic arc welding and assembly, 

nanoelectrodes direct writing, and nanoscale metallurgy. 

Index Terms - mass transport, electromigration, nanorobotic 

manipulation, continuous feeding, nanostructure 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mass transport at attogram (10-18 g) level inside, from, 
between, and into nanochannels (Figure. 1) is of growing 
interest from both fundamental and application perspectives 
[1-3]. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), with their extremely strong 
mechanical strength and nanometer-sized hollow cores, are 
ideal candidates for nanochannels. Nanorobotics enables 
these nanometer-scale systems through its ability to position 
and assemble pipes, to deliver the mass in a controlled way, 
and to tune and characterize these systems in situ. Mass 
transport systems at this scale provide a platform for the 
investigation of nanofluidics based nano-device and can 
serve as components for nanomanufacturing such as 
nanotube fountain pen (NFP) for prototyping nanostructures 
[4]. 

CNT-based mass transport began with a demonstration 
of the axial thermal expansion of gallium inside a CNT. The 
expansion of the gallium inside a nanotube was used as a 
thermometer [1] to indicate the surrounding temperature. 
Gallium' s macroscopic expansion properties are retained at 
the nanometer scale. By associating the end-to-end nanotube 
resistance with the temperature, a sensor with a readout 
device independent to the microscopy images was invented 
[5]. The resistance of the Ga-filled nanotube changes when 
the gallium expands. Recently, a nanoshuttle memory device 
[6] was proposed, where Au iron nanoparticle shuttle is 
controllably positioned within a hollow nanotube channel 

Inside a tube 
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Fig. I Nanorobotic mass transport inside, from, between, and into 

nanotubes. 

based on electromigration. Different positions of the 
nanoparticles are used to represent information. The 
information density can be as high as 1012 bits/in2, and 
thermodynamic stability is excess of one billion years. 
Because of the fluidic pressure on the side walls of a CNT, 
metal flowing inside a bent CNT can induce deformation. 
This flow-induced deformation can find potential 
applications as a switch or an actuator. Nanofluidic junctions 
[7] and networks [8] involve the mass transport between 
nanotubes. 

II. MASS TRANSPORT USING NANOTUBES 

The mass transport between, into and out from 
nanotubes are significant for forming a fluidic system. 
Flowing out from a nanotube can generate a variety of 
results based on the targets (Figure 1). Evaporation to a free 
space is a result of discharging, ionization, or heating. 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 2 (a) The NFP technique is prototyped using a metal-filled carbon 
nanotube (m@CNT) as a pen-tip injector and a network of m@CNTs as a 
reservoir for continuous mass feeding. (b) Controlled mass feeding. 
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Deposition on a surface can be obtained if placing the 
nanotube tip against such a target. Nanorobotic spot welding 
[9] is based on mass transport to the interface between two 
objects. As an emerging additive nanolithography technique, 
"writing" with a nanotube fountain pen (NFP) is a more 
general technique representing the mass transport of metallic 
materials against a surface (Fig. 2(a)). Free-standing 
nanostructure can be formed on the tip of the injector 
nanotube if moving it back from the target (Fig. 2(b)) [10]. 
Likewise, the mass transportation between the tubes 
potentializes the mass refill of the nanotube-injector, 
producing a "reloading" procedure. 
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Fig. 3 (a) The reloading in a Cu@CNT with a lower inputted energy, the 
process lasts for 74 s. (b) Current-time characterization about reload process 
with different inputted energy. (c) The reloading process with higher 
electrical energy, the reload process lasts for 6 s. (d) The simulation of the 
thermal distribution along a CNT as the external bias increased. 

Nanorobotic mass transport based NFP "writing" can be 

realized under a low bias (typically several volts). In 

previous investigations, the electromigration effect has been 

confirmed as the main possible mechanism for the flow. 

Moreover, the studies in "reloading" reveals that the 

electromigration effect is also responsible for the mass 

transport between nanotubes, which made it possible to feed 

mass from neighbor tubes to the injector. As shown in Fig. 

3(a), the "reloading" process (frames 1-2) occurs as the 

external bias reaches 1 V; whereas, due to the lower input 

driven energy, only a few amount of mass has been melted 

and transported, and the mass accumulation speed during 74 

s is only 0.52 run/s (Fig. 3(b)). In contrast, as we increased 

the bias voltage up to l.5 V, a huge mass reloading suddenly 

occurred (Fig. 3(c)). During this process (frames 3-4, 6 s), 

the mass transport speed reaches up to 96.2 run/so We 

simulate the NFP under these two external voltages to 

understand the nature of mass reloading. The NFP has been 

simulated as a single cylinder nanostructure (Fig. 3(d)), and 

the current induced thermal distribution illustrate that the 

high temperature portion along the tube (red portion) would 

enlarge due to the increase of the bias from l.0 V to l.5 V. 

This allows more mass to get melt, and with the increase of 

the electromigration force, the transport of these mass is 

readily to be realized. Therefore, it can be concluded that, 

the increased input of electric energy induces the mass 

melting and migration in a large amount, which provides 

potential to reloading the mass. 

III. MECHANISM 

The question remaining is the effect driven the mass 

migration. In previous investigations, several hypotheses 

have been taken to elucidate the fundamental mechanism of 

the mass migration between, into and out from tubes [2, 9, 

11-14]. Here we engineer the NFP to in situ investigate the 

nature of mass transport. We start the experiment from a 

Cu@CNT without a mass reservoir (Fig. 4(a)). By applying 

a bias voltage on this tube, the anode is on the lower side 

and the cathode is on the upper side. When the external bias 

reached 2.0 V (0 s), the dark contrast and the boiling sign 

indicate the molten state of the copper wire. As the bias is 

increased into 2.2 V (7 s), the inner mass was suddenly 

separated in the center, migrating to the two ends and 

formed a "gap" in the center. Nevertheless, by further adding 

the voltage in steps of 0.1 V intervals until the external bias 

reached 2.5 V (11s), it can be noted that the mass began to 

transport in the unique direction from upper part to the lower 

part. As we conduct the same experiment on a nanotube 

installed with a reservoir, the process is similar to the 

previous one; initially, the inner mass split and fmally 

flowed in the same direction, as the reservoir enables 

considerable volume capacities; the mass from the reservoir 

continuously injected into the nanotube and fmally fulfilled 

the gap. In Fig. 4(b), the relation between the transferred 

mass and time inside the tube was given as: m = 0.0 168t -
0.0681t + 1.9971. Thus, the flow rate was expressed as: 

dm/dt = 0.0336t - 0.0681, indicating a linear mass flow rate 

to the time. From these two experiments, we conclude that, 

there are at least two sessions during the mass transport, 

which implies that there might be more than a single effect 

existing during the mass migration. 

On the basis of the experimental results, we proposed a 

general model (Fig. 4( c)) to elucidate the effects during the 

mass flow. At the beginning of the mass split process, the 

current is in low profiles. Thus the migration is ceased, 

which in turn produces a lower electromigration force. If we 

assume the mass migration is driven by this effect, the mass 

in Figs. 4(a) and (b) should consistently move towards 

cathode to anode. In contrary, the mass move from center 

towards the two ends. According to the center of the 

nanotube was presumed to be the high-resistance point or 
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"hottest spot" [15-17], parts of the mass was evaporated and 

the thennal gradient in tum diverted from the center towards 

the cooler locales (the two ends of tube), which highly 

suggestive of a thennal gradient effect at the beginning to 

evaporate the mass and driven the flow. However, as the 

current is sharply increased, the electromigration force was 

reinforced and dominant the main role for the migration, 

which results the mass ultimately flows from cathode to 

anode consistently. 
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Fig. 4 The mechanism analysis of NFP "writing". (a) The process shows 
the competition between electro migration force and thermal gradient force 
during the mass transportation process. When the bias reached 2.2 V, the 
inner mass was separated in the center and transferred to the two ends, 
formed a "gap". As the center of the nanotube was presumed to be the 
high-resistance point, or "hottest spot," the thermal gradient force in turn 
diverted from the center towards the two ends; therefore, the inner mass 
split process is obviously attributed to the actuation of temperature gradient 
force. By further adding the voltage at 0.1 V intervals until the external 
bias reached 2.5 V, it can be noted that with the reinforcement of 
e1ectromigration effect, the mass is transferred from the upper part to the 
lower part in an average rate of 2.2 ag/s. (b) The mass flow rate study on a 
Cu@CNT combined with a network reservoir. The relation between the 
transferred mass and time inside the tube was given as: m = 0.0168t2 -
0.068 It + 1.9971. Thus, the flow rate was expressed as: dm/dt = 0.03 36t -
0.0681, indicate a linearly accessed mass flow. (c) The modeling of the 
mass transport. 

The NFP mass flow rate also shows a linearly 

correspondence to the applied current after the mass starts to 

migrate. When the driven bias was increased by intervals of 

0.2 V (Fig. 5(a)), the current curve shows a remarkable 

regular staircase with step sizes of about 1.2 j..LA, and the 

mass flow rate was also accelerated. The relation between 

the mass flow rate and the current value suggests a linear 

ratio: M = 5.53i - 257.191 + 2994.0. Likewise, the 

representative images in Fig. 5(a), inset demonstrate that the 

diameter of a deposited nanowire (17 nm) is comparable to 

the tube (18 nm). Actually, all the nanowires we have 

achieved yield the similar size to the original tube. It is 

therefore assumed that, the diameter of delivered metal 

nanowires is comparable to the size of the encapsulated 

nanotubes. The beginning of the mass feeding process can 

be simulated as follows (Fig. 5(b)): As the external driven 

voltage/current is large enough, the copper atom would pass 

through the junction and fonn the conductive filament 

channel between the inner copper and the probe surface. 

Then, the resistivity of the neighbor holes would largely 

decreased, the copper flowing out and generating a nanowire 

with similar size to the tube. It is crucial to note that the 

electric energy (applied voltage and current) required to 

break down the junction is largely related to the size of tube. 

The simulations are undergoing for fully understanding, as 

illustrated in Fig. 5(c), we modeled the nanotube injector and 

network combined NFP system as single Cu@CNTs in 

diameters of 12 and 20 nm respectively. With a bias (2V) 

added on the two ends of them, the current distributions 

along the tube can be plotted, as well as thermal 

distributions. According to the intensified current density in 

the small tube, the temperature profile along the nanotube 

with a small diameter is apparently higher than with the 

larger one. Additionally, the intensified current would 

induce greater electromigration force, this helps the copper 

atom pass the energy barrier and collapse the blocked 

junction between the tube and the deposited surface. 

However, to the CNTs with a large size, higher power will 

be needed. Table I suggests that the injected electrical power 

P (P=1V) for the tubes in different sizes to realize the mass 

flow out. The diameter-power (DP) curve is fitted by: D = 
0.0532P + 27.508 (Fig. 5(d)), which suggests the linear 

increasing of P to the larger nanotube. 

As the nanowires were written on the object, the shape 

of them was formed immediately due to the excellent 

thennal conductivity of the probe that cools down the 

deposit. [lS] Reheating of the cooled-down deposit was hardly 

achieved because the volume of the probe (tip radius: 120 

nm, root radius: 10 J.tm) is absolutely larger than that of the 

copper deposit. The probe serves as a heat sink with 

essentially infinite capacity compared with the copper 

deposit. A detail examination of the crystalline structure of 

the generated nanowire can further understand the shaping 

process of it. Fig. 5( e) illustrates the crystalline analysis of 

the generated nanowire. At the contact area between the 

probe and nanotube (area I), the crystalline of deposited 

copper shows a poly-crystal phase, rather than a single

crystalline. This is attributed to the instant cool down from 

the heat sink; the molten mass has not crystallized enough 

before it fonned the solid state. In contrast, the phase in area 

II reveals a single-crystalline since it is far from the heat sink. 

Moreover, according to the dark contrast and the amorphous 

phase illustrated at area III, we can confirm the molten state 

at this position. Therefore, the molten state at area III 
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provides possible to shaping the deposit by manually 

position the injector to shape the final feature of the structure. 
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Figure. 5 The process analysis of NFP "writing". (a) During the "writing", 
the mass flow rate changes along the acceleration current. Insets show the 
representative TEM images at different acceleration current and the current 
curve shows a remarkable regular staircase with step sizes of about 1.2 /-lA 
as the driven bias increased on the step of 0.2 V. The size of the generated 
nanowire is comparable to the diameter of tube. (b) The simulation of the 
mass flowing out process. (c) The simulation of the thermal distribution 
along different sized NFP. It shows that the nanotube with small diameter 
has higher temperature than the one with large diameter. (d) Correlation of 
the NFP diameter D with the external electric energy. (e) The crystalline 
phase analysis of as-generated nanowire. Due to the molten state at the 
connection between the deposit and the injector, it provides possible to 
shape the deposited structure. 

IV. SUMMARY 

In summary, we have experimentally investigated 
different forms of the mass transport in a nanofludic system 
using nanorobotic manipulation inside a TEM. Based on the 
"reloading" and "writing" processes, the nature of the 
transport has been analyzed. Nanorobotic mass transport will 
enable a variety of applications such as nanotube plumbing 
system, nanorobotic arc welding, and nanoscale metallurgy. 
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